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With products that are able to collaborate, the strength of your 
safety and security can multiply. The in-car video system works with 
body-worn cameras to capture every angle of critical incidents, so that 
you can respond quickly and efficiently, hands-free. When associated as 
a “group” with up to 8 body-worn cameras, recording will automatically 
be initiated the second another device is activated. Equipped with a 
HiFi Mic, 4K sensors and synchronized video playback, this integration 
provides clear audio and video evidence – so incidents are handled 
with ease, start to finish.

HOW IT WORKS KEY BENEFITS

COMPLETE CONTROL

Keep the chain of custody intact by managing video evidence, 
viewing synchronized playback and securely sharing footage 
as one folder with prosecutors and other agencies. 

RESPOND AND RECORD AS ONE
INTEGRATED BODY-WORN CAMERAS 
AND IN-CAR VIDEO SYSTEMS

When officers are out in the field, anything can happen in the blink of an eye. As an event unfolds, having 
a limited view of an incident can slow down both critical incident response and evidence collection 
processes. In the moments that matter, it is essential that all relevant parties have full visibility.

EFFORTLESS RECORDING

Ensure the capture of critical incidents with automatic 
recording triggers between in-car video systems and 
body-worn cameras.

LIVESTREAM AND LOCATION

Enhance officer safety with real-time video and location 
tracking to create real-time awareness during an incident.



BODY-WORN CAMERAS

Safeguard your reputation and maintain the trust of your  
community by capturing secure, unbiased video evidence of 
every citizen interaction. Our state-of-the-art V700 body-worn 
cameras are designed specifically for law enforcement. With LTE 
capabilities, rugged exterior and long battery life (beyond just a 
12-hour shift), the V700 can capture evidence-quality security with 
minimal contact.

IN-CAR VIDEO SYSTEMS

Get the whole picture. Backseat Occupancy Detection automatically 
initiates recording if a person’s eye is detected inside the passenger 
compartment, and the HiFi Mic allows for crisp audio to go along 
with high-resolution video evidence. With multiple camera options, 
highly secure storage and upload, and collaborative integration with 
body-worn cameras, law enforcement officers can trust the M500 to 
be an impartial witness.
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KEY PRODUCTS AND FEATURES

We’re reimagining the world of policing. Our mission-critical ecosystem unifies video, software 
and communications on a single platform to amplify collaboration and connectivity between 
technology and teams. By seamlessly integrating in-car video systems and body-worn cameras, 
we’re helping ensure officers can gather the evidence they need to close cases without worrying 
about whether they’re recording. Because when everything and everyone works together, safety 
is unstoppable.

RESPOND AND RECORD AS ONE WITH MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS
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